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We want the prosperity of New Zealand to not  
only see profit from exports, but build and control  
that profit. Exporting has been a part of  
New Zealand’s history for the last 250 years.  
From Kauri trees to rockets, New Zealand has played 
a role on the global stage, exporting products and  
services to the ever demanding global consumer. 

Reaching these consumers is not only a hard task to  
start, but a harder task to maintain. The complexity of exporting 
overseas has undermined our overall performance as a 
country – we are not close enough to our overseas consumers. 
The closer our products are to the port, rather than the plate, 
the less profit we see coming back to our shores. Enhanced 
prosperity for New Zealand will come from not only navigating 
the complexity of exporting with ease, but by changing where 
we play in the value chain – it’s about creating and finding 
opportunities that magnify value. 

Accelerated exporting.01
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Global

Local
Accelerate
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We have reached a level of international exporting 
and manufacturing maturity where we can push the 
boundaries and build for growth. Our proximity to growing 
markets, coupled with our respected market image, holds 
the potential to propel past borders to consumers; this is 
accelerated exporting. We offer a partnership approach 
that helps you manage the complexity of exporting,  
while aiming for better market control. 

Being closer to the consumer, market learnings and 
product development can be enhanced. By drawing  
on these crucial market insights and business expertise,  
New Zealand exports are repositioned towards 
sustainable prosperity. Through accelerated exporting  
we hope to see increased investment back into  
New Zealand’s education, infrastructure, innovation  
and ultimately the well-being and sustainability of  
our communities. 

Through partnership with the KPMG Export Team,  
New Zealand exporters can be supported at any stage in 
their journey and gain control. Together we can simplify 
export complexities and progress in the supply chain  
from port-to-plate.
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Idea to action 
        –– making  
navigation 
            easy.

Exporting can be a complex process with not only initial, but 
ongoing management of regulations, trade barriers, risk and 
internal capabilities. Multiple hurdles can deter or cost companies 
significantly, but with assistance at each step of the way by KPMG’s 
Export Team, these can be framed and simplified. With professional 
insight, rigour and experience the cost and risk of exporting can be 
reduced, whilst providing opportunities for unique market entry and 
operating models that suit your product or brand. 
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Smooth sailing – the solutions to exporting successfully.02
We partner with you to ensure your operations run smoothly so you can focus on the additional value add:

Finance
›  Business case development 

and qualification.

›  Investment case.

›  Total cost to serve.

›  Financing options review.

›  Mergers and Acquisitions 
(M&A) strategy assessment.

›  Partnership/funding 
agreements.

Risk
›  Country and strategic risk.

›  Insurance.

›  Product, marketing and 
operational risks.

Operations
›  Planning and forecasting.

› Operating model design.

›  Understanding internal capability 
and capacity. 

›  Structuring advice; M&A due 
diligence and negotiation support.

›  Supply chain logistics – in New 
Zealand, in transit and in-market.  
Transport, warehousing, 3PL,  
supplier management  
and contract negotiation.

Partners
›  Partner selection in-

market and their delivery 
requirements.

›  Partner selection in  
New Zealand and their 
delivery requirements.

›  Partner on-boarding.

›  Partner agreements.

Sales & Channels
›  Channel and distribution 

strategy.

›  Omni-channel experience.

›  Local sales plan.

›  Digital channel registration 
and planning.

›  Retail / wholesale selection, 
pitch and negotiation.

Tax & Regulation
›  Tax, regulatory and 

compliance implications – 
quotas, tariffs, labeling  
and packaging.

›  IP protection.

›  Efficient repatriation of funds 
to fuel the heart of your 
business in New Zealand.
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Optimise

Originate    
Operate 
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Creating value in an overseas market, and maintaining it, is the key to enhanced prosperity 
from exports. We see three perpetual phases which describe our agile approach to 
exporting: Originate, Operate and Optimise. 

Whether you are starting out fresh, launching a new product in a new channel or expanding 
into a new market, we are here to help you innovate, qualify and Originate your ideas.  

We help you Operate effectively in complex supply chain, regulatory and  
technological environments. 

And as your export capability matures we help you enhance, review and Optimise  
your offering and operations. 

New product
New channel

New market

Innovate

Design
Deploy

Improve

Assure
Comply

Manage risk

Transform
Transact

New capital

Originate. Operate. Optimise. The three phases.03
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Simplifying complexity is a core component to operating in a new market 
with an original product. But what do we do when the opportunity to  
extend a product line or create demand in another market presents itself?  
As a global firm that works with exporters in multiple industries, we have 
a view to the changing environment of markets and can support you to 
stay profitable in-market. From identifying potential opportunities, we can 
reposition your offering to enhance coverage and penetration.

Accelerated 
profits
  –– for your 
      exports.
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Market
›  New market selection.

›  Market archetypes.

›  Market entry approach – 
timing and phasing.

›  Market exit plan.

›  Cultural awareness.

Competition
›  Local, global and in-market 

competitor analysis.

›  Impact on market 
segmentation.

›  Strategy to address 
competition.

›  Differentiators.

Consumer
›  Consumer demand  

and trends.

›  Consumer persona’s and 
archetypes by market.

›  Target consumers analysis.

›  Consumer value proposition.

›  Consumer psycho-graphics  
and journey mapping.

Marketing
› Building consumer empathy.

›  Brand marketing strategy for 
each market, mode  
and consumer.

›  Product marketing strategy 
for each market, mode and 
consumer.

›  Marketing plan by phase  
and mode.

›  Launch campaigns.

Technology
›  Local and global  

technology trends.

›  Technology solution 
architecture and  
integration plan.

›  Digital advisory – platforms/
systems.

›  Authentication and 
traceability.

Product
›  Value chain growth 

(‘GLOCAL’) and  
product attributes.

›  In-market product testing.

›  Final product design. 
specifications.

›  Pricing strategy.

Consumer Centric Optimisation.04
In order to optimise your offering we partner with you to explore: 
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From our experience the consumer is at the heart of export. Their 
perceptions of brands, countries or ethos can help or hinder your success 
in-market. An in-depth understanding of consumer needs and values is 
required for success. It’s the locals who know the way, working with local 
teams and immersing yourself in the culture garners valuable insight. 
Those you work with are an extension of your brand, trust and mutual 
interest are key. This then impacts your reputation and the trust created 
with your consumers, which all ties to an x-ray view of your finances for 
real profit and growth.

From start 
      to finish 
      –– and 
           beyond.
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1. Alignment to consumer

Exporters must have intimate 
knowledge of their market and the 
niche characteristics of groups of 
consumers. Their value proposition 
– product and experience – must 
be aligned and deliver to the 
unique demands of the consumer.

4. Reputation

Gaining consumer trust through 
providing traceability and 
transparency, demonstrating and 
authenticating unique product 
attributes.

2. Navigate like a local

Successful execution is dependent 
on understanding the impact 
of the regulatory framework, 
policies and the culture of the 
operating environment on trading 
opportunities and business  
model design.

5. X-ray view of financial plans 
and business model

A transparent, realistic view, 
of your cost to serve, through 
multiples lenses is essential to 
ensure profitability is optimised.

3. Understand who you are 
doing business with

When collaborating with partners, 
suppliers and consumers in-market, 
trust and clarity are important. 
Selecting partners that enable a 
seamless port-to-plate operating 
model and care as much about your 
product as you do is critical.

Factors for success.05
In order to guide your export journey we have identified five proven success factors:  
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An export journey that looks to enhance market penetration and control is 
unique, and we understand that what is a challenge for a company new to 
export is not the same for one already in-market. Walking alongside you we 
provide insight, advice and contacts to give clarity and consistency to your 
journey. As and when you need support we can help.  

    Innovate.  
 Action.          
       Grow. 
  Accelerate.
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›  Where to play: markets, consumer, channel.

›  We act as a pre-export sounding board, qualifying  
any opportunity.

›  Significant support based in your chosen market  
with a local and New Zealand team behind you.

›  End-to-end partnership through close relationships  
with key service providers.

›  How to win: in-market execution.

›  Enter new markets, launch new products, deliver through  
new channels, navigate new barriers.

›  Scale up volume of export.

›  Access to market and industry experts – through KPMG’s 
‘GLOCAL’ team (our global people who are locals in the market).

›  Supply chain reliability and integrity.

›  Move up the value chain: Expand from port-to-port  
to producer-to-consumer.

› Better profitability and/or efficiency.

›  Improved compliance, effectiveness (cost-out).

›  Immersion in your chosen market.

›  Potential re-branding, repositioning.

›  New channel, consumers or product.

Partnering to accelerate your exports – going ‘GLOCAL’.06

New to export Enter new market Improve in-market
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Simon Hunter
Partner for Prosperity 
Performance Consulting, Advisory 
KPMG, New Zealand 
T: +64 9 367 5811
E: simonhunter@kpmg.co.nz 

Ian Williamson
Partner  
Performance Consulting, Advisory 
KPMG, New Zealand 
T: +64 9 367 5823
E: iwilliamson@kpmg.co.nz 

Ian Proudfoot
Partner  
Global Head of Agribusiness 
KPMG, New Zealand 
T: +64 9 367 5882
E: iproudfoot@kpmg.co.nz

Paul McPadden
National Managing Partner  
KPMG Enterprise 
KPMG, New Zealand 
T: +64 9 367 5919
E: pmcpadden@kpmg.co.nz

Kim Jarrett
Partner  
International Tax & Customs 
KPMG, New Zealand 
T: +64 9 363 3532
E: kmjarrett@kpmg.co.nz 

Stephen Bell 
Partner  
Forensics & Dispute Advisory 
KPMG, New Zealand 
T: +64 9 367 5834
E: stephencbell@kpmg.co.nz 

Tuhi Isaacsen 
Director 
Global Strategy Group 
KPMG, New Zealand 
T: +64 9 363 3281 
E: tisaachsen@kpmg.co.nz

Patrice Feary
Director 
KPMG Enterprise 
KPMG, New Zealand 
T: +64 3 378 0508
E: pfeary@kpmg.co.nz

Your ‘Glocal’ export team 
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Craig Rawlings
Partner, Operations 
KPMG, Singapore

Erich Gampenrieder
Global Head of  
Operations Advisory 
KPMG, Germany

Douglas Zuvich
Senior Partner & Global Practice Leader  
for KPMG’s Trade and Customs Services 
KPMG, United States of America

Wei Lin
Partner, Strategy 
KPMG, China

Peter Liddell
Asia Pacific Lead Partner 
Operations Advisory 
KPMG, Australia
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